INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS
Integrate HVAC solutions by Belimo
Water Solutions

We optimise your heat generators and cooling machines together with their distribution systems. For example for air conditioning systems, district heating and cooling, low temperature steam, water treatment plants, boiler systems or open cooling towers.

Bus and System Integration

We assure communication between HVAC controlling elements or sensors and actuators, as well as in automation environments, by establishing connections over the Belimo MP-Bus, LonWorks®, EIB/KNX, Profibus DP or another standard system.

Power and Process Engineering

We get the best out of your systems with our shut-off, control, protection and automation components. Professional sizing software prevents waterhammers and air binding, thus extending the system life and significantly reducing your energy consumption.
General Air Solutions

We develop customised concepts, from simple applications to complex solutions such as air conditioning plants or air distribution systems.

Safety Solutions

By optimally deploying Belimo safety actuators to motorise fire and smoke extraction dampers, we increase safety and protect people and tangible assets in buildings.

Room and System Solutions

The use of VAV units, Fan Optimisers and single-room controllers significantly improves the level of comfort in a building and effectively prevents energy losses.
European International Projects (EIP) evolves specific integrated solutions for international plant engineering and water supply projects in the fields of air, safety, water and room & system solutions, bus & system integration and power & process engineering. As a subcontractor, we develop made-to-measure plant concepts that are both economical and energy efficient.

We take care of the detailed planning on your behalf, look after the implementation and production of the individual systems, supervise your project and provide fast and unbureaucratic support whenever you need it, long after the commissioning phase is over. And because only the very best is good enough for our customers, we cooperate exclusively with carefully selected partner companies throughout Europe.

We have been setting standards in the field of HVAC actuator and valve technology since 1975 with our consistent orientation to market requirements and pioneering innovations. With its specialised know-how, superior functionality and quality and comprehensive product range, Belimo is global leader.
CUSTOMER BENEFITS

> Project-specific integrated solutions from A to Z

> Energy efficient, cost optimised and sustainable

> Many years of experience

> World market leader in HVAC actuator and valve technology

> Proven Swiss engineering

> Strict compliance with government regulations

> Maximum system availability guaranteed

> Efficient leveraging of synergies
On site around the globe

Complete product range

Tested quality

Short delivery times

Comprehensive support